READING

SPELLINGS

MATHS

Remember to read 3-4 times a

Don’t forget to practise your

Practise your times tables, up to 12

week. Ask an adult to write in

spellings weekly and learn any

x 12. Your Times Table Rockstars

your reading journal.

key words.



Complete the Spelling 2Do activity on Purple
Mash. These will change each week.

2pts



Write a story that is set in the world of the
Mayans. Your character might be going on an
adventure like Indiana Jones!

3pts



Create a word search using words you’ve found
from our Mayans topic.

2pts



Collect words and phrases that describe a
Mayan Temple and use them to write a spine
description or poem.

3pts

To the Stars by Canoe

Believe ~ Learn ~ Grow


Complete the Maths 2Do activities on Purple
Mash.

1pt



Earn 5000 more coins on Times Table Rockstars!

3pts



Compare the weather in the UK to that of
Mexico. Do this for a week period. Include
rainfall, temperature and record this in a
table/chart.

3pts

Create 5 fun addition and subtraction Mayan
word problems.

3pts



log in is in your Reading Journal.



Create a symbolic picture and sentence that
shows the meaning of Compassion.

1pt



Can you research a Mayan city? What can you
find out about it? What was it like? Write a
fact file about it!

2pts



What Mayan myths can you find out about? Retell the story in your own words!

3pts



Can you design and create your own Mayan
headdress? Write a paragraph about why they
wore them.

3pts



The Mayans were great farmers and enjoyed
eating tortillas filled with cooked vegetables!
Can you design your own Mayan tortilla recipe?
Perhaps you could even make it!

2pts



What were the Mayan warriors like? Can you
draw a picture of one? Write about who they
were and what weapons they had.

2pts



Can you draw or make a Mayan temple? Write
about why the temples were so important to
the Mayans.

3pts



Can you find out about the Mayan calendar or
number system? What was it like?

1pt

YEAR 6
TERM 2 – To the Stars by
Canoe - Mayans
From week beginning 8.11.21

Complete at least 1 of these
activities each week, handing the
completed home learning in on a
Friday. You should spend no
longer than 1 hour per week on
an activity and take activities
from all of the different sections.

Home Learning Certificates
Bronze – 4 points, Silver – 7 points,
Gold – 10 points, Platinum – 14 points
15+ points – Special Award!

